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Figure 12. Oil migration flow paths from 320 to 40 million years ago (Ma).
Figure 9. Burial history for the Bertha Rogers 1 well based on Woodford Shale hydrous pyrolysis (HP) kinetics (Lewan
and Ruble, 2002). Depth compared to temperature and vitrinite reflectance (% Ro) profiles are calibrated at (1) 40
mW/m2 heat flow (HF) through time, and (2) 70 mW/m2 to 260 Ma followed by 42 mW/m2 to present. Woodford Shale
interval is marked with the blue line and the Thirteen Finger limestone by the gold line. Vitrinite reflectance calibration data are from Price (1997). Temperature dots are corrected borehole temperatures (BHT) from Gallardo and
Blackwell (1999, fig. 8) and bars show range from measured to maximum estimated BHT.

Figure 10. View to the southeast of elevation on the top of the Woodford Shale layer. Woodford extent is approximated by the
-8,000 foot elevation contour, although Woodford Shale is also present east of the Central Kansas uplift (CKU). Major structures
are labeled. Precambrian faults (red) are from Adler and others (1971). Wichita Mountain uplift faults are vertical for 4D model
purposes only, and surface in this area is unknown due to insufficient data. Data sources for this surface include Woodford
Shale picks from well logs, Rottmann (2000a, b), and edited IHS Energy (2009a, b) formation tops. Elevation is relative to sea
level. This view orientation was chosen because it provided the best visibility of the shelf and deep basin. Vertical
exaggeration is 18x.
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Figure 11. Oil (green) and gas (red) flow paths at 80 Ma for Pennsylvanian through Permian reservoirs show migration radially outward from the deep basin in Oklahoma and Texas, and northward from the west Texas portion of the basin. Gray surface is the Woodford Shale layer. This view to the southeast has a similar orientation to that of figure 10.

Blank migration areas include no migration, (invisible) Darcy flow through
reservoir lithofacies, or deep-basin overmaturity for petroleum
generation. The 300-Ma orange lines outline the (Darcy flow)
low-permeability limestone (Lst) and more permeable (flow path) dolomite
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facies of the Hunton Group (Howery, 1993). Precambrian faults (Adler and
others, 1971) are shown as red lines.
Generation from the Simpson Group (fig. 2) Oil Creek Formation layer
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source rocks (light green) started about 340 Ma. This was followed by
Woodford Shale oil generation about 335 Ma, then the Thirteen Finger
limestone (blue) about 300 Ma. These flow paths generally include
contributions from several source rocks. For example, the vertical
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band of blue flow in west Texas is mostly Oil Creek with minor Thirteen
Finger limestone contribution.
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Figure 13. Woodford Shale isopach map showing oil and gas assessment unit (AU) boundaries and location of oil and gas
producing wells (undifferentiated stars and dots) (IHS Energy, 2009a).
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Figure 14. Isopach map image of the Woodford Shale in the Anadarko Basin. Vitrinite reflectance contours (white lines) from
figure 6 represent onset of gas generation at greater than 1% Ro to overmature for petroleum generation (4% Ro). White dot
well locations are, from left to right, Bertha Rogers 1, Petree 1, and Streeter 1 wells. Dashed white line is location of figure 15
cross section. Woodford Shale thickness is derived from Rottmann (2000b, plate 2), analysis of more than 100 well logs, and
edited formation tops from IHS Energy (2009a, b). Faults (red) are from Rottmann (2000a, plate 3). Image is 1,300 times
vertical exaggeration.

Figure 16. View to the southeast of elevation on the top of the Thirteen Finger limestone layer. Vertical exaggeration is 18x. Thirteen
Finger limestone extent is approximated by the light blue line.
Major structures are labeled. Precambrian faults (red) are from
Adler and others (1971). Wichita Mountain uplift faults are vertical
for 4D model purposes only, and surface in this area is unknown
due to insufficient data. Data sources for this surface include
Woodford Shale picks from well logs, Rottmann (2000a, 2000b), and
edited IHS (2009a, 2009b) formation tops. Elevation is relative to
sea level.
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Figure 15. Cross section showing the Woodford Shale (WDFD, blue line) and terminus of the
Morrow Group (MRRW) and overlying Thirteen Finger limestone portion of the Atoka Group
(ATOKA, gold line) in the deep Anadarko Basin. Line of section is on figure 14 and inset
map. Vertical scale is feet relative to the top of the Woodford Shale. MRMT is
Marmaton Group, CHRK is Cherokee Group, MSSP is Mississippian, HNTN is Hunton Group,
SLVN is Sylvan Shale, VIOL is Viola Group, and SPRG, CSTR, and MRMC are the Mississippian Springer Formation, Chester Group, and Meramec lime, respectively.
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